LUCY DAY

TESTIMONIALS FROM PARTICIPANTS AND PARTNERS

Workshops and seminars:
Northumberland 2015
“I enjoyed the ….workshop with Lucy Day. It was a masterpiece of clarity, visually exciting,
funny and enjoyable. I admired both her visual and conceptual skill as a curator and her
ability to teach”.
Nottingham 2015
“Just a quick note to say thank you for a most enriching and enlightening event last Friday I'm still buzzing from the experience as I write up my notes this morning - so much to do! I
also appreciate how much effort and energy you put into the day as the pace and
atmosphere were perfect.”
.
Berwick 2015
“I thought the event on Friday was really useful and inspiring. It all made such good sense
and Lucy was a great speaker. I only wish that this sort of thing was taught in art colleges.”
“I just wanted to say again that it was an excellent workshop and Lucy was really good,
focused and with lots, but not too much, useful info”
1:1 sessions:
"I found the session extremely useful. Lucy took the time to research my website and
particular questions before the session. She gave specific critical advice about my website
and blog. In answer to my general question about endorsing spaces this was tailored to my
practice and stage of career. I found her feedback affirming, informed and generous.
“The session was incredibly useful and covered a whole range of issues from problems with
my new website (now fixed!), artist-led galleries I should visit/contact before my solo show,
discussion of the work envisaged for this show and how to extract the most from show.
All good, sensible advice."
“I found the Skype one-to-one session extremely useful. It helped me to follow up on
questions that were relevant to my own particular practice and for Lucy Day to elaborate
on the finer details of her course, which provided me with an even greater insight to the art
world. I would highly recommend them and say that they could become a platform for
future artistic discourse."
"Just a quick note to let you know that I was successful with my bid to the Arts Council…!”

